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First Semester M.Sc. Degree Examination, November 2010
STATISTICS
Paper - 1.4 : Distribution Theory
Time: 3

Hours

Max. Marks:60

Instructions:

l)

Answer any five questions without omitting any unit.
2) AII questions carry equal marks.

UNIT_

t2*f1tX,Xz,

...Xn are i.i.d. random variables with

P(X, =i.) =
Sn =

1

1

:,m

j = 1,2... m.find

the probability generating function

of

Xl + ... + Xn and hence the p.m.f. of Sn.

b) X and Y are independent random variables with X following poisson
(1,) and y
following Poisson (p). obtain the conditional distribution of X given
X +y t
=

and compute the mean of the conditional distribution.

2' a) Explain the logarithmic series distribution and discuss its distributional
characteristics. Also deduce their particular cases.

b) Show that a discrete random variable with support
{0,

l,Z,...}

follow the

geometric distribution if and only if the relationship

P{X>m+n/x>m}=ptx>n}
holds for positive integers m and n.
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3. a) IfX follow thePareto distribution with density

f(y)=Oke

y-(o+r).

y> k,k >0, 0>0, show that

i)' x = l"g"[k
fI) follow the exponential distribution
]
T. .e I
ii) x=-,"r1 lIl -r I rorro*alogisticdistribution.

'L(k

/

J

b) Define

the Laplace distribution. Obtain its characteristic function. Comment on
the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution.

4. a/ lf

\-/

the conditional distribution of X given
djrtribution, obtain the distribution of X.

0

is Poisson

(g) and 0 has a Gamma

distribution. Explain how it can be derived by transformation

lv,byfefinetheWeibull
from an exponential random variable. Derive the characteristic function of a
Weibull distribution. Hence or otherwise determine the first four raw moments
of the distribution.

UNIT_

3

J.
\:-/y/Wrrte

down the differential equation satisfied by the members of the Pearson
family of distributions. Describe how will you classify the members of the family
into various types, depending on the roots of a quadratic equation. Under what
conditions can this reduce to the Gamma distribution ?

b) Define the Burr family

of distributions and discuss on the important distributions

belonging to this family.

6. a) The probability density function f(x) of a random variable X defined over
(-1,

1) satisfies the differential equation

df(x) t t

,\I-r

r(x)
#=[x(l-x,J]
(iX
Obtain the density function in explicit form.

b) X is a random variable following
that the transformation T

Wdiskibution.

the standard beta distribution, B (p, q). Show

=X4 - X transforms the distribution

to Pearson type
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State and prove Cochran.s theorem.

;/a)

b) In sampling from alormat population,
N (fr, or), show that (n _ t)s2/o2 is
distributed as a Chisquare with (n _ l) degrees
of freedom where

s,

*.

t.

=ln-l='i

u, Define

fx,

_ri,
'

'

the F statistic and derive its distribution.

If F is F,,,, ,, , what will

be the

1?
--F'

distribution of

b) Define

the non central t and obtain its distribution.

UNIT_

5

9' a) If X, , is the re order statistic based on a random sample
of size n (> z) and if
.

p::]
.

s

= E (xf,,

) tr,"., p.ove thar

p::],, . f" - .)plll =, rrll).-,,

b) t€.t xl'

r<r<n

-

1.

X2, n',:
n b" th" order statistics based on a random sample of size
n from a Bemoulli distiibution with p as the probability
of ,u""".r. obtain the
p.d.f. of \.n, E(Xr, and V(4.
r)

5,

n,

J.

,O

enor'. Obtain the srandard error of the F statistic with (n1,
n2)
dJ. Comment on the standard error of nrF &s n2 _i oo.

92:O::_-standard

gy'-aX'Xz,

... Xn be i.i.d. random variables with distribution
function

n(x)=t-e-b*,x>0.
If X,., is the rft order statistic, obtain the distribution
of
d. = Xi.+r) * XG),. ) 0, X16; 0.
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